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INTRODUCTION 

longensuring aThe importance of -term 

harmony between changing market 

opportunities and the objectives and possibilities 

of the business becomes even more important in 

the current uncertainty. The process passed in 

this longorder to achieve - isadaptationterm

called strategic planning. It must have a 

strategic plan for each part of the business or 

each operational department. Strategic 

marketing planning has a relatively important 

place in this strategic plan made throughout the 

company. When examined in terms of adapting 

to market opportunities in the long term, the 

strategic marketing plan enables strategists to 

identify market opportunities, reveal the inputs 

for the business to benefit from it, and determine 

strategies that will help achieve goals (Karakoç, 

2009: 1). 

Strategic marketing planning is a form of 

management that will enable companies to use 

their marketing resources effectively and 

toefficiently by helping them to adapt

withconditionschanging marketconstantly

their goals and capacities. Considering the 

developments in the sectoral and economic life 

in particular, firms' evaluation of the items that 

create opportunities for them and transforming 

the threatening environmental conditions into 

opportunities will cause firms to gain 

competitive advantage in the market (Zengin, 

2010: 1). 

The evolution of strategic marketing as a field 

of study has been going on for the past few 

decades. Numerous metrics related to 

perspectives, paradigms, theories, concepts, 

frameworks, principles, a set of related methods, 

models and fields of study can be seen as 

complex. Marketing is the first among them for 

strategic management and industrial 

organization (IO) economy (Varadarajan, 2010: 

119).  

STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING 

Strategy and Strategic Planning 

Strategy in business, which is a concept that 

entered the world of managers especially in the 

1980s, can be defined as identifiable objectives 

of how to use together by creating the necessary 

resources from today in order to achieve the 

long-term main goals and objectives of a 

company (Eren, 1997: 26). 
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The main purpose of the enterprises, policies 

and strategies are passed to the general framing 

studies by the senior managers and the business 

area targeting stage for each business area. To 

offer businesses their own commercial sales and 

profitability suggestions for a branded business 

area. But in this case, they may be responsible 

for achieving business goals. In some 

businesses, the goals to be achieved for one area 

are determined by the senior management, but 

each business area managers are left free to 

determine the strategies they will follow to 

achieve these goals (Gönenç and Güldaş, 2010: 

382). It emerges when a smart four keyword 

comes (Razzag et al., 2013: 93); 

• Track and monitor competitors 

• Using opportunities and minimizing threats 

• decisionstrategicforsupportProviding

making 

• marketingstrategicforsupportProviding

planning 

It is very new to be used as planned in 

companies. We can list the factors that cause 

strategic planning studies to gain importance as 

follows. (Taşkın, 1999, 268); 

• Change has a global characteristic, 

• Incredible speed of technological innovations, 

• andDevelopment of information

communication technology, 

• Increasing competition, 

• Spread of environmental pollution all over 

the world, 

• Increase in democratization prospects. 

It consists of stages directly affected by strategic 

analysis. Having the knowledge of these stages 

has achieved success in order to achieve success 

in planning. These stages are as follows 

(Küçüksüleymanoğlu, 2008: 404): 

• Organizational Values and Principles 

• Vision 

• Mission 

• Internal Environment Analysis 

• External Environment Analysis 

• SWOT 

• Critical Success Factors 

• Purposes 

• Goals 

• Strategies and Policies 

• Action Plans 

• Resource Allocation 

• Performance Measurement  
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Strategic Marketing Management 

Strategic marketing management includes 

andresearching, determining, implementing

controlling marketing studies to achieve the 

goals of businesses (Lusch and Lusch, 1991: 

153). There are four basic four-purpose strategic 

marketing management that should be 

understood by those who want to make use of 

the strategic marketing method to create 

profitable strategies (Çetin and Korucuk, 2017: 

635); 

• Determining the desired achievements based 

on reality (eg goals and objectives), 

• Developing or changing business strategies 

more effectively, 

• forprioritiesnecessaryIdentifying the

operational change 

• Improving the performance of an operator. 

Reality-based achievements are shaped by the 

level of understanding decision makers have 

about factors outside their control and internal 

factors under their control. The correct use of 

external and internal factors will lead to more 

effective business strategies. 

Strategic Marketing Planning 

Increasing conscious consumers and increasing 

competition environment forces companies to 

think strategically in the long term. Therefore, 

although companies cannot be one-off specific, 

they have to make strategic marketing planning 

continuously (Altunışık et al., 2014: 20). 

PlanningMarketingWhy Is Strategic

Necessary? 

bringsplanningMaking strategic marketing

very important benefits to companies. With 

these benefits, strategic marketing planning has 

become a necessity for most companies. 

McDonald and Payne listed the reasons why this 

planning is so necessary (Karakoç, 2009: 79). 

 andcomplexityuncertainty,Increasing

competition 

 Speed in technological change 

 The strengthentopractitionersforneed

torelationshipscoherent  improve 
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determination, to take      an organized 

ofsourcesidentifyapproach to help

competitive advantage, 

 The need for superiors to inform, 

 nonNeed for - gettofunctionsmarketing

support, 

 The need for assistants to obtain resources, 

make deals, and set goals and strategies. 

Strategic Marketing Planning Process 

Strategic marketing planning covers the process 

of determining the value proposals to be 

introduced to the market and the target market, 

based on the analysis of market opportunities. 

Strategic marketing planning process includes 

situation analysis, determination of marketing 

goals, marketing strategy development, market 

target market selection,segmentation and

implementatio ofevaluationn of programs,

al.,et(Türkprocessesfeedbackandresults

theinare some stagesThere2019: 396).

preparation of the strategic marketing plan. 

These stages are shown sequentially in Figure 1. 

 

Figure1. Strategic Marketing Planning Process (Torlak and Altunışık, 2012). 

Vision and Mission 

thatexpressionas andefinedVision can be

contributes to a firm's ability to look to the 

future with faith, to be strongly compatible with 

its entire internal and external environment, to 

be effective and pioneering on the market in 

which it operates, and to have a great added 

value. Mission is a guide that shows businesses 

to create added value against other businesses 

and what they should do for this purpose. It can 

be considered as the key point of success that 

term (İçme,a shortrather thanspans longer

2015: 33). The vision, which expresses an 

important turning point for change and a global, 

theorganization, istheforsustainable style

expression that gi ofhighest standardtheves

improvement that can be measured for the 

organization by exciting and empowering the 

employees (Schermerhorn, 1996: 45). 

Within the scope of strategic management, 

companies with a mission and vision will clearly 

reveal their goals and the position they want to 

be in the future by understanding their own 

situations and capabilities. Especially in terms 

of marketing activities, representing the purpose 

of the enterprise in the goods and services 

produced emphasizes the importance of the 

mission, while the extreme point to be reached 

with these goods and services expresses the 

importance of the vision (Aydın, 2019: 18). 

Situation Analysis 

Situation analysis explains where the company's 

marketing program is, how it continues and 

what it will face in the future. Business portfolio 

analysis, which constitutes a part of the situation 

analysis, is one of the techniques used to group 

the strategic business units in which a company 

operates in order to make investment, 

development or exit decisions. The total of the 

works and products that make up the firm is the 

business portfolio. Portfolio analysis is the main 

activity of strategic marketing planning, where 

the company's products and works are evaluated 

(Bozbay, 200: 41). 

SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 

the basicisanalysisand Threats "SWOT")

method to be used within the context of 

situation analysis. The process of examining the 

current situation and experience of the entire 

company, examining its strengths and 

weaknesses and making them compatible with 
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SWOTcalledenvironmental conditions is

analysis (Demir and Yılmaz: 76). SWOT 

analysis is the stage of determining the factors 

that have an important role in the success of the 

company and interpreting them as a basis for 

strategic decisions. At this stage, key elements 

related to the company and its environment are 

identified and strategic options to be followed 

for competitive advantage are set (Şahin, 2006: 41). 

Determining the Marketing Objectives 

With the situation analysis, companies can see 

the strengths and weaknesses as well as the 

problems and possibilities that the companies 

will encounter. Therefore, as a result of the 

analysis, companies can start the process of 

determining the goals for the planning period 

(Tenekecioğlu et al., 2004: 20). 

Marketing goals and objectives should be in line 

with the company's general goals and strategies, 

and should be closely related. Businesses 

develop their marketing strategies and programs 

in a way that supports their marketing goals. 

Therefore, marketing objectives are measurable 

and realistic. It should be (Bozbay, 2010: 41). 

Marketing Strategy Development 

The strategies determined by the companies 

should be able to take advantage of the strengths 

that the companies maintain and have 

ofeffecttheshould reducestructurally. It

weaknesses in the companies as much as 

possible and have the ability to fend off the 

dangers that are directed from outside to the 

company (David, 1986: 13). 

Although the primary purpose of businesses is 

to make profit, their growth and development 

are also extremely important for the continuity 

of their activities. In an intense competitive 

environment due to globalization, the survival of 

businesses and gaining competitive advantage is 

directly related to growth and development 

efforts (Koçoğlu, 2012: 267). 

Businesses that decide to grow choose between 

two alternatives such as internal and external 

growth. They put their growth decisions into 

action by evaluating the positive and negative 

aspects of both strategies. The growth strategy 

exogenousispreferred by many businesses

growth. External growth occurs through the 

acquisition of a company or a merger with a 

company (Gönüllü, 2017: 1430-1431). Internal 

growth is realized by the market and product 

development strategies of the enterprises 

(Aydın, 2019: 29). 

Determining the ProgramMarketing

(Marketing Mix) 

of the wordsSince the English equivalents

expressing the basic variables start with the 

letter P, this distinction is called "The 4 P's of 

Marketing". As marketing decision variables, 

each of these represents many elements. 

Marketing mix has been used to determine the 

strategies to be followed in marketing activities 

since it was developed as a concept. These 

elements are the four key keys the marketer has 

and uses to open the door to his target market. 

Selected target market division and 

Evaluation of Results and Feedback 

Marketing audit is based on the continuous and 

of allevaluationandsystematic examination

marketing studies. A good control system 

should be established in the company to provide 

the expected benefits from the marketing plan. 

Thus, the plan and the implementations are 

constantly audited, when problems occur in 

compliance with the plan, the reasons for this 

are determined and the necessary corrections are 

made. Purpose of marketing control (Güney, 

2002: 93); 

 use of marketingeffectivetheTo ensure

resources, 

 theofobjectivesmarketingtheRealizing

business 

 Identifying the changes to be made by 

revealing the deficiencies in the marketing 

plan. 

The audit of marketing activities generally sets 

goals and budgets for each month or quarter. 

The results are followed closely by the senior 

management every period, and those who fail to 

achieve the goals are identified and clarification 

and corrective measures are requested (Dinçer, 

1998: 20). 

As a result, Evaluation of Results and Feedback 

stage is the most important stage that affects the 

future decisions of managers for the successful 

realization of marketing activities. While the 

ofprovides controlstrategic control process

whether the strategies determined in the 

strategic marketing plan are implemented or not, 

the performance evaluation process measures 

how much the objectives have been achieved 

with the implemented strategies (Aydın, 2019: 35) 

CONCLUSION 

One of the important principles of businesses is 

the principle of continuity. In order to maintain 
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their continuity, they should not have goals and 

objectives. Every business can have multiple 

goals and objectives. They must have strategies 

to achieve these goals and objectives. They need 

to make strategies to achieve their goals within 

the framework of a specific plan and program. 

planningMarketingwhere StrategicThis is

MarketingStrategicrole.importantplays an

Planning helps the top managers to make 

decisions in order to achieve the goals of the 

enterprises. 
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